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eBook Reader[/caption]

Over the years, I have learned more about eBook structure and components of an eBook. When it
comes to the parts of an eBook, you need to do a little research on what readers expect from a
standard eBook and how to attract the right people. For both fiction and non-fiction books, every
chapter has its different header. Several other bells and whistles make an eBook standout. These
parts include the use of multiple colors, fonts, sizes, etc.
Today, let’s take a look at the parts of an eBook. Precisely every eBook has an eBook structure,
that is what elements we should add to an eBook. The order of the components of an eBook can
vary a little for both fiction and non-fiction. Whenever you download an eBook, this is what you
should see in the order of arrangement:
Book Cover
The Book Cover. The book cover art, like the front cover of a printed book, is placed at the very
start of the eBook.
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Front Matter
•

•
•
•
•
•

First Page. If your eBook is not a compilation, the product description should be on the very first
page. That is the back-jacket copy. Why? It is merely because readers nowadays quickly forget
about what most downloaded eBooks contain. Reminding your avid readers why they paid for
the eBook on the First Page makes it easier for them to recollect. It also aids in figuring out what
next to read. It is similar to picking a book from your library and reading the inner flap or back
copy.
Copyright page. Although, among the vital components of an eBook contained within in the
front matter, Booklovers skip these parts of an eBook as it covers sample space.
Title page. The title page comprises of the author(s) name.
Hyperlinked table of contents. This link goes directly to the significant parts of an eBook,
especially the ones mentioned here, excluding the cover art.
Dedication, if any.
Acknowledgements, if any. Although, amongst the vital components of an eBook included in the
front matter, Booklovers skip these parts of an eBook as it covers sample space. When readers
download a free sample of an eBook, they should get the significant eBook structure, not parts
they would rather skip.

The Body of the Book
•

The eBook contents, following the eBook structure of the table of contents with hyperlinked
chapters/Section headers and subheaders. The Body of your book is the meaningful content of
the book to your readers and constitutes the vast majority of the pages in your book.

Back Matter
•

•
•

•

Any extras. The author afterword, or Q and A, or a small sample of the succeeding eBook in the
series, etc. You should try to keep the excerpts short. Book lovers do not like the feeling of
having more pages left unread, or some abrupt end with few extras left. So, avoid lengthy
excerpts except you need it for the next sequel.
About the eBook or the author(s) bio.
Bibliography. If you have cited other authors, a bibliography recognizes these sources. Of
course, attribute quotes are needed in the copy or with appendices. A bibliography also
provides readers a list of references, if they wish to learn more about the subject.
Optional - Ads. Single page ads, with cover art of your other eBooks. Or, if you have writing
partners, you can exchange ads with them.

Conclusion
•

And that is all for parts of an eBook. Some of the components of an eBook may appear obvious,
but I do not see several authors placing their eBook description in front and a traditional front
matter in back. Hyperlinks also aid the eBook structure, and this makes the eBooks easier to
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read, find pages and move around. So, as writers, it is time to step up and make good use of the
latest technological advancement available today.

Table of eBook Parts by Genre Category
PARTS OF AN
EBOOK

FICTION

NON-FICTION

BOOK COVER

Required

Required

FRONT MATTER

Required

Required

TABLE OF CONTENTS

BACK MATTER

Optional - Table of contents
present for
few fiction eBooks
Optional

Related References
•

What’s The Difference Between Fiction And Non-Fiction?

Required - Table of contents
present for
all non-fiction eBooks
Optional - Extra information like
appendices, bibliographies, and
notes

